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Process

1. Create Record Trigger flow on Account Creation.
2. Create a custom field “Shortify_URL__c” in the account object. If you do not want to save Short URLs 

into any field, then create a flow variable to store Short URL and assign Short URL value in this variable..
3. Select “Shortify Sub flow for Short URL creation” sub flow 

a. Set Input Values (bucketName, sObjId and longURL are required field, others are optional )
b. Set Output Values (shortURL is required, others are optional)

4. Add Update Record action
a. Map “Shortify_URL__c” account field with “$Record → Short URL”

5. Save Flow
6. Verify Flow

USE CASE
Whenever an account is created with website then create a Shorter version of website/ landing page using 
Shortify Sub Flow
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Sample Flow 
with Shortify 
Sub Flow

Shortify Sub 
Flow

Salesforce 
Record 
Update 
action
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FLOW CREATION
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SHORTIFY SUBFLOW 
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● sObjId ( SObject Id )* : This field requires a valid Salesforce ID. For instance, if you 
intend to generate short URLs for an Account, input the corresponding Account ID. 
Similarly, for short URLs related to Opportunity proposals, input a valid Opportunity ID.

● bucketName ( Bucket/Project Name )* : Specify a meaningful name for the 
bucket/Project. While the name can be arbitrary, it's advisable to choose a name that 
makes sense. For example, if you're generating short URLs for Accounts, the bucket name 
could be the Account Name. Likewise, for short URLs linked to Opportunities, the bucket 
name could correspond to the Opportunity Name.

● longURL ( Long URL )* : This is the original URL that you want to shorten. If this URL 
is dynamically generated, meaning its content is determined at runtime, ensure that all the 
necessary data is available and the final URL is computed before assigning it as the input 
value for this field.

INPUT VARIABLES
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● description (Description): This field is optional. It allows you to provide additional 
information about the URL bucket. Feel free to input any relevant data or leave it blank 
based on your needs.

● identifier (Identifier): This field is also optional. It serves the purpose of integration 
or data identification. You can input any relevant data that the caller of the flow might use 
to identify the short URLs, especially when creating them in bulk through flows.

INPUT VARIABLES
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Set Input 
Values

Required

Required

Required
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● id (URL ID): This is the primary key/Id assigned to the newly created Short URL. This ID 
becomes necessary if you wish to retrieve link click data using APEX or REST.

● bucketId (Bucket/Project ID ): The bucket/project ID pertains to the URL's 
container, known as the bucket. Buckets are employed to consolidate multiple related 
URLs within a single entity. For each unique Salesforce object ID, Shortify generates a 
solitary bucket. For instance, if you generate 10 URLs for a specific Opportunity, a sole URL 
bucket will encompass all 10 URLs.

● description (Description): This field is optional. It returns the identical description 
data that you supplied to Shortify during the creation of Short URLs.

OUTPUT VARIABLES
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● longURL (Long URL): This field provides the same longURL data that you furnished 
to Shortify while generating Short URLs.

● shortURL (Short URL): The result of the Flow is manifested in this field as the 
generated Short URL.

● key (URLs Key):  This unique alphanumeric string, comprising 7 characters, plays the 
role of an identifier. It can be amalgamated with your base URL to fabricate Short URLs.

● identifier (URLs Identifier): Similar to the description, this optional field returns 
the identical identifier data that you entered into Shortify when initiating the creation of 
Short URLs.

OUTPUT VARIABLES
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Field name for 
Short URL in 
the Account

Set Output 
Values
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EDIT RECORD ACTION
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Field name for 
Short URL in 
the Account
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Thank You
धन्यवाद्
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